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Abstract 

Two mathematical models describing heat and moisture transfer in porous media were used to 

predict the hygrothermal behavior of a new type of bio-based materials made of date palm 

concrete (DPC). The finite element method was used for the resolution of partial differential 

equations and numerical results were compared to experimental data considering similar 

conditions of temperature and relative humidity through the DPC wall. At first, a mesh 

sensitivity analysis was carried out and the optimum mesh configuration was determined. 

Afterwards, the hysteresis effect was implemented in the models and its influence on the 

variation of the relative humidity through the wall was discussed. The results revealed that the 

proposed models globally provided satisfactory results for the DPC wall, with an improved 

accuracy when considering the hysteresis effect. Finally, a comparison in terms of thermal 

insulation and moisture buffering capacity between DPC and a classical building material was 

performed numerically. Results showed that the new bio-based wall is very promising and can 

contribute to mitigate temperature variation and ensure hydrothermal comfort in buildings. 
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Nomenclature 

𝐴𝑐  water absorption coefficient (kg m-2 s-1/2) 

𝑏  moisture supplement of thermal conductivity (-) 

𝐵  width of the wall (m) 

𝑐0  material specific heat at dry state (J kg-1 K-1) 

𝐶𝐺  fitting parameter of GAB model 

𝑐𝑙  water specific heat (J kg-1 K-1) 

𝐷𝑙  liquid conduction coefficient under relative humidity gradient (kg m-1 s-1)  

𝐷𝑙,𝑤𝑠  capillary transport coefficient for suction process (kg m-1 s-1) 

𝐷𝑙,𝜑  liquid conduction coefficient in hygroscopic region (kg m-1 s-1) 

𝐷𝑇  mass transport coefficient under thermal gradient (m2 s-1 K-1) 

𝐷𝑇,𝑣  vapor transport coefficient under thermal gradient (m2 s-1 K-1) 

𝐷𝑇,𝑙  liquid transport coefficient under thermal gradient (m2 s-1 K-1) 

𝐷𝜃  mass transport coefficient under water content gradient (m2 s-1) 

𝐷𝜃,𝑣  vapor transport coefficient under water content gradient (m2 s-1) 

𝐷𝜃,𝑙  liquid transport coefficient under water content gradient (m2 s-1) 

𝐺𝛺  vapor flux at the boundary surface (kg m-2 s-1) 

𝐸  thickness of the wall (m) 

ℎ  normalized accessibility function 

𝐻  integral of the accessibility function ℎ 

ℎ𝑐  convective heat transport coefficient (W m-2 K-1) 

𝑖  reversal point position 

𝐼  height of the wall (m) 

𝑘  fitting parameter of GAB model 

𝑙  possible sorption sites distribution  

𝐿  integral of the sorption sites distribution 𝑙 

𝑙𝑣  latent heat of vaporization (J kg-1) 

𝑚  mass (kg) 

𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡  vapor saturation pressure (Pa) 

𝑝𝑣  vapor pressure (Pa) 

𝑄𝛺  heat flux at the boundary surface (W m-2) 
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𝑡  time (s) 

𝑇  temperature (K) 

𝑢  mass water content (kg kg-1) 

𝑢𝑓  water content at saturation (kg kg-1) 

𝑢𝑚  monomolecular water content (kg kg-1) 

𝑉  volume of studied walls (m3) 

𝑤  water content (kg m-3) 

𝑊𝑓  water content at free saturation (kg m-3) 

𝛽  water vapor transfer coefficient at boundaries (kg m-2 s-1 Pa-1) 

𝛿  water vapor permeability of the material (kg m-1 s-1 Pa-1) 

𝛿𝑎  water vapor permeability of air (kg m-1 s-1 Pa-1) 

𝜉𝜑  sorption capacity (kg m-3) 

𝜃  volumetric water content (m3 m-3) 

𝜆  thermal conductivity (W m-1 K-1) 

𝜇  vapor diffusion resistance factor in dry conditions (-) 

𝜇∗  vapor diffusion resistance factor at higher humidity (-)  

𝜌0  material density at dry state (kg m-3) 

𝜌𝑙  liquid water density (kg m-3) 

𝜑  relative humidity (-) 

Scripts: 

0  at dry state 

𝑎𝑑𝑠  at adsorption phase 

𝑎𝑚𝑏  ambient 

𝑑𝑒𝑠  at desorption phase 

ℎ𝑦𝑠  hysteresis 

𝑚  monomolecular 

𝑙  liquid 

𝑣  vapor 

𝛺  at boundaries 
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1 Introduction:  

The huge energy consumption in buildings accompanying the population growth has become a 

source of concern for authorities and researchers. The main reason behind this consumption is 

the poor thermal insulation of buildings resulting in higher energy demand, increasing power 

generation and thus CO2 emissions.  

In the last two decades, construction sector has seen the emergence of a new type of materials 

integrating natural fibers. Adding natural fibers to building materials makes them strongly 

porous, and as a result they can offer lower thermal conductivity due to their low density [1,2]. 

In addition, this high porosity gives the ability to absorb moisture, store it inside pores and then 

release it depending on climatic conditions [3]. These two characteristic allows to obtain a 

“smart” envelope, which plays a great role in matter of energy conservation and hygrothermal 

comfort in buildings [4]. Thus, in order to ensure stability of the indoor microclimate and energy 

saving during heating/cooling operations, proper studies are necessary for accurately assessing 

the performance of such envelope elements made of porous materials [5]. Results from the 

literature show that dynamically insulated walls (i.e., building envelope components that are 

porous and air-permeable), allow to achieve up to 20% saving on the total energy consumption 

and to decrease by up to 50% the conduction heat losses in buildings [5, 6]. In the same way, 

Steeman et al. have proposed a 1D model for simulating the buffering behavior of porous 

materials and improving the accuracy of energy calculations in buildings [7]. On the other hand, 

dos Santos and Mendes [8] developed a 2D model in order to predict the combined effect of 

heat and mass transfer on energy performance of buildings. Other works were also conducted 

by Ascione et al., who proposed a numerical model aimed to assess the profiles of temperature 

and water vapor concentration as well as the heat and vapor fluxes through porous walls under 

transient conditions [5]. Their results were in first compared to the steady-state model proposed 

by Taylor et al., and in a second stage, to a finite element method (FEM) model implemented 

in COMSOL Multiphysics® software. With this approach, these authors demonstrated the 

reliability and accuracy of the proposed numerical model [9, 10]. 

In parallel to researches on classical porous materials, several studies have been dedicated to 

bio-based building materials over the past few years. At first, thermophysical, mechanical and 

hydric properties have been studied at material scale for a wide range of bio-based materials 

using plants such as: hemp [11], straw [2], date palm [12], etc.). These works aimed basically 

to valorize the natural resources of each region or country in Europe, Asia or Africa with the 
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determination of several properties of these materials i.e.: density, porosity, water vapor 

permeability, moisture storage capacity, mechanical strength and thermal conductivity.  

Date palm is a plant widely cultivated in south Asia, Middle East and North Africa. Around        

1 200 000 tons of petioles, 410 000 of leaves and 300 000 of bunches are produced annually 

over the world. Up to now, these renewable components of the date palm wood were considered 

as wastes by local populations, and most often burned. Nevertheless, recent studies have 

demonstrated that these components exhibit excellent insulation capacity, highlighting there is 

a huge economical/environmental interest to valorize these considerable amounts of wastes in 

the field of building materials. For instance, Agoudjil et al. [13] studied physical, chemical and 

dielectric properties of date palm wood. Chikhi et al. [14] investigated the mechanical and 

thermophysical properties of a new bio-composite consisting of date palm fibers integrated in 

gypsum matrix.  

Besides, researches on Date Palm fiber reinforced Concrete (DPC) are also very recent and 

started in 2014. Benmansour et al. [15] investigated the mechanical and thermophysical 

properties of DPC as a load bearing and insulating construction material, with an emphasis on 

the effect of the fiber content on mechanical strength, density and thermal conductivity. 

Haddadi et al. [1] studied experimentally and numerically, the thermal conductivity and water 

absorption behavior of polymer filled with date palm fibers as a potential insulating material 

for construction. Haba et al. [12] worked on hygric properties and thermal conductivity of DPC 

including 15 wt. % of date palm fibers. In this study, several properties were experimentally 

determined such as: porosity, water vapor permeability, sorption isotherm, as well as the 

dependence of thermal conductivity on temperature and water content. Hygric properties of the 

same composite (DPC) were also studied by Chennouf et al. [16], but focusing more on the 

hysteresis phenomenon during moisture adsorption-desorption, as well as the temperature effect 

on moisture buffering capacity. All these works emphasized the very interesting hygric and 

thermal behaviors of DPC compared to conventional construction materials and other well-

known bio-based composites. Although investigations on DPC are still very recent, several 

potential and viable applications of this material are already identified, such as construction and 

rehabilitation of buildings in arid regions. Their benefit is not only related to the good 

hydrothermal performance of DPC, but also to the valorization of date palm wastes which could 

contribute to reducing the global emission of carbon-dioxide. 

More recently, the performance of bio-based building materials, at the wall and building scales, 

started to hold more attention. At this level, research works mainly investigate the capacity of 
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bio-based materials to mitigate external climatic conditions and provide comfortable indoor air 

quality as well as to reduce energy consumption [17]. Compared to traditional construction 

materials, bio-based hygroscopic materials provided very good results in terms of thermal 

insulation and hygrothermal comfort [18]. It was also mentioned that improper modelling or 

estimation of the moisture transfer may lead to significant oversizing of heating, ventilation and 

air conditioning (HVAC) systems [19]. 

The fast evolution of researches on bio-based building materials has led to the development of 

simulation tools in order to study the behavior of these materials under various climatic 

conditions and at different scales. These simulation tools predict temperature and relative 

humidity (RH) profiles based on mathematical models describing heat and moisture transfer in 

porous media. The history of models dates back to the second half of the 20th century. In 1957, 

Phillip and De Vries [20] developed a model for heat and moisture transfer based on their theory 

of moisture movement in soil under temperature gradients. In 1966, Luikov [21] developed his 

own model based on the thermodynamics of irreversible processes for both isothermal and non-

isothermal conditions. In 1995, Kunzel [22] carried out a holistic study of heat and moisture 

transfer in porous materials and developed a model dedicated to building applications. His work 

relied on a large number of experimental works in order to simplify the models and the 

determination of transfer coefficients. A little bit later, in 1999, Mendes [23] developed the 

Umidus PC program using Phillip and De Vries theory. This model was able to cover some 

cases of complex configurations such as multilayered walls. Furthermore, Mendes performed a 

sensitivity analysis of the developed model [23] and proposed sub-models to be used in case of 

lacking data on transfer coefficients. In these models, usually only the main adsorption curve is 

used to describe water content evolution inside the material as a function of relative humidity. 

Thus, it is important to take into account complexities of the hygrothermal transfers within 

hygroscopic porous materials to correctly reproduce the actual on-site solicitation and thus 

properly link the properties of the material that forms the envelope to the building behavior. 

Likewise, large errors can occur if these phenomena are not properly implemented, especially 

when highly permeable materials such as bio-based materials are concerned. Furthermore, 

hygrothermal transfer behavior is highly dependent on the experimental protocol which is used, 

notably to determine the dry mass of the material [24-26].  

Very recently, the phenomenon of moisture sorption hysteresis has gained attention, as it is 

commonly observed for porous bio-based materials subjected to RH cycling. Few studies have 

dealt with this topic at the wall scale so far, mainly for hemp concrete or straw-clay materials. 
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In these works, prediction models were integrated in heat and moisture transfer equations, and 

it was shown that considering the hysteresis effect allowed to improve partially and under 

certain conditions the models accuracy [24-27]. However, no clear evidence of the necessity to 

use such level of complexity to properly model the hygrothermal behavior of bio-based 

materials from material to wall scale has been proved yet. Furthermore, to the best of our 

knowledge, there is no referenced work dedicated to heat and moisture transfer in DPC walls, 

especially with consideration of the hysteresis effect. 

In this paper, the validity of two mathematical models describing heat and moisture transfer in 

building materials is investigated in the case of a DCP wall. These models are implemented in 

a commercial multiphysics software in order to solve the problem numerically with the finite 

element method. A mesh sensitivity analysis is first carried out to determine the optimal mesh 

configuration. Simulated temperature and RH profiles at different depths of the wall are then 

compared to experimental data. The benefit of considering the hysteresis effect in the models 

is discussed in the light of this comparison with experimental results. Finally, a numerical study 

is carried out to compare the performance of DPC with that of a classical building material (i.e., 

aerated autoclaved concrete) at the wall scale. 

2 Material and methods 

2.1 Material properties 

Date Palm Concrete (DPC) is a bio-based composite consisting of ordinary mortar (cement + 

sand + water) reinforced by 15 wt. % of date palm fibers. According to the previous works, this 

formulation has shown interesting mechanical, thermo-physical and hygric properties 

[12,15,16] and fulfils RILEM (International Union of Laboratories and Experts in 

Construction Materials, Systems and Structures) requirements for structural and insulating 

autoclaved aerated concretes (Rc >2.5 MPa, k<0.75W.m-1 K-10). 

In order to perform numerical studies on the hydrothermal behavior of DPC wall, mathematical 

models used in the present paper require as an input, a set of material properties such as: 

sorption isotherms, vapor resistance factors, thermal conductivity, heat capacity, etc. For this 

reason, these parameters were determined experimentally according to international standards 

which are recalled in the following sub-sections. 

2.1.1 Vapor resistance factors  

Water vapor permeability characterizes the ability of DPC to allow vapor transfer under relative 

humidity gradients. Two tests were carried out by Chennouf et al. [16] to determine vapor 
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resistance factors: dry and wet cups (EN ISO 12572) corresponding to relative humidity ranges 

of 0%-50% RH and 50%-90% RH, respectively. The principle of this test is to create relative 

humidity gradients between the two surfaces of a sample which is sealed laterally; afterwards 

the daily mass variation is measured until it becomes constant.  

2.1.2 Capillary suction and free saturation  

The capillary suction test aims to determine water absorption coefficient in suction process. 

This test consists (according to ISO 15148) in immersing the bottom side of a cubic sample in 

water, then the evolution of the mass increase versus square root of time is monitored. The 

water absorption coefficient represents the slope of the curve [12]. Free saturation is needed to 

know the amount of water a material can hold when placed in contact with a large surface of 

water (i.e. rainwater). This value is obtained by the total immersion of a sample in distilled 

water until reaching the saturation state [12]. 

2.1.3 Thermal conductivity, heat capacity and dry density 

Thermal conductivity varies as a function of temperature and water content [12]. Its dependence 

on moisture content is more important in the case of porous materials because of their high 

water storage capacity [28]. In this work, the following expression defining the thermal 

conductivity as a function of moisture content is used [22]: 

𝝀(𝒘) = 𝝀𝟎(𝟏 + 𝒃.
𝒘

𝝆𝟎
)    (1) 

Where 𝜆 is the thermal conductivity, ρ0 the material density at dry state and w the water content. 

The parameters 𝜆0 and 𝑏 are estimated from the thermal conductivity values measured by Haba 

et al. [12]  for DPC samples in a climatic chamber at dry and moist states (80% RH) and at 

various levels of temperature. The thermophysical properties (thermal conductivity, thermal 

diffusivity, and volumetric heat capacity) were measured using the ISOMET device (Applied 

Precision, Ltd.), based on a dynamic measurement method which enables to reduce the 

measurement time of thermal conductivity to 10-16 minutes. This method relies on the analysis 

of the temperature response of DPC samples to heat flow impulses. The hygrothermal properties 

of DPC used for the numerical simulations are reported in Table 1 [12,15,16]. 
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Table 1: Hygrothermal properties of DPC 

Property Value Reference   Property Value Reference 

Dry density  

[kg m-3] 
954 [12] 

Dry specific heat         

[J kg-1K-1] 
1500 [15] 

Dry thermal 

conductivity  

[W m-1K-1] 

0.185 [12] 
Moisture supplement of 

thermal conductivity [-] 
10.190 [12] 

Vapor resistance 

factor (dry cup) [-] 
6.310 [16] 

Vapor resistance factor 

(wet cup) [-] 
5.570 [15] 

Water absorption 

coefficient  

[kg m-2 s-0.5] 

0.165 [12] 
Water content at free 

saturation [kg m-3] 
429 [12] 

 

2.1.4 Sorption isotherm 

Sorption isotherm of bio-based materials is a very important characteristic, in view of the high 

porosity resulting from vegetal fibers. This specific curve describes the evolution of water 

content in the whole material as a function of the relative humidity variation and at a given 

temperature of the specimen. In the case of DPC, sorption isotherms (adsorption and desorption 

phases) were determined experimentally at the material scale (EN ISO 12571) by Chennouf et 

al. [16] using a climatic chamber. Curves obtained at the material scale are also assumed to be 

representative of the sorption behavior at the wall scale (i.e., they are valid at any location 

within the wall), as the structure of the wall is considered macroscopically homogeneous. 

Experimental curves obtained at 23°C (Fig. 1) were fitted with the GAB (Guggenheim-

Anderson–de Boer) model, defined by the following expression:  

𝒖

𝒖𝒎
=

𝑪𝑮.𝒌.𝝋

(𝟏−𝒌.𝝋)(𝟏−𝒌.𝝋+𝑪𝑮.𝒌.𝝋)
      (2) 

 

Where u and 𝑢𝑚 are respectively mass and monomolecular water content, φ relative humidity, 

CG and k are fitting parameters of the GAB model. 

The GAB model is widely adopted to fit sorption isotherm curves of bio-based materials, for 

two main reasons: (i) the activity range is much wider from 0.05 to 0.8 – 0.9, (ii) it has been 
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recommended by the European Project Group COST 90 as the fundamental equation for the 

determination of water sorption in food materials [16]. 

As it can be seen on Fig. 1, DPC exhibits a significant hysteresis phenomenon between 

adsorption and desorption phases, especially in the medium relative humidity range (50 % RH). 

This phenomenon is a common feature for bio-based material and its influence on heat and 

moisture transfer calculation should be investigated. 

 

 

Fig. 1: Sorption isotherms of DPC at 23°C. Abbreviations ADS and DES refer to the adsorption and 

desorption phases respectively. 

 

2.2 Wall preparation and monitoring  

The DPC wall of dimension 50×40×15cm3 is shown in Fig. 2a. The wall was insulated from 

lateral surfaces using rectangular polystyrene panels covered by a thin plastic film (Fig. 2b). 

The goal of the insulation is to avoid any transfer of heat and moisture towards the lateral 

surfaces and to impose a 1D transfer across the thickness of the wall. Likewise, the rectangular 

panels were used to create a small passive enclosure connected to the right surface of the wall 

(Fig. 2c). This last simulates indoor conditions and ensures temperature and relative humidity 

gradients between the right and left surfaces of the wall. Five humidity/temperature sensors 

from Driesen + Kern, Germany (measurement range of RH: 0-100% with an accuracy of ±1.8 

%, and measurement range of T: -40°C to +45°C with an accuracy of ± 0.5°C) were placed at 

several strategic locations. One sensor at the outdoor side surface and another at the indoor side 
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surface of the wall. Two sensors were placed within the wall close to the inner and outer sides, 

at abscissa x = 3 cm and x = 12.5 cm, respectively. A last sensor was placed at the center of the 

wall at x = 7.5 cm (Figs. 2a, c). All sensors were connected to a data acquisition module (model 

OM-DAQ-USB-2401 from Omega Engineering, USA), and this latter was plugged to a 

computer via USB port. This metrological chain can automatically collect data from the 

connected sensors with an acquisition step of 60 seconds, which allows a continuous monitoring 

of both temperature and hygrometry at the different sensor locations (each sensor is able to 

perform both T and RH measurements). The whole system (wall + small passive enclosure) 

was then placed inside a climatic chamber (Figs. 2b, c) of type HPP 750 from Memmert 

(Germany), having the ability to generate dynamic climatic conditions in the range 0-90% for 

RH and 0-70°C for temperature. The chamber is intended to apply outdoor boundary conditions 

to the left side of the wall. Its temperature control system operates at moderate speed, so as only 

natural convection occurs.  

The whole system, particularly the DPC wall was subjected to several climatic variation 

scenarios (outdoor boundary conditions): 

1) An initial step change of temperature from 23°C to 40°C, followed by 4 repeated temperature 

cycles of 24 hours (hot/cold periods of 12 hours with step changes of temperature between 40°C 

and 18°C) at constant humidity level of 50% RH. This scenario simulates the daily temperature 

variation during summertime. 

2) An initial step change of temperature from 23°C to 40°C, followed by a prolonged exposure 

at 40°C at constant relative humidity (50% RH). This test lasted three days. 

3) An initial step change of relative humidity from 23% to 75% followed by a prolonged 

exposure to 75% for 9 days at constant temperature (23°C). Afterwards, another step RH change 

was applied from 75% to 33%, and this latter level was maintained for another 9 days, still at 

constant temperature of 23°C. The total duration of this scenario is 18 days. 

Scenarios 2 and 3 are intended to simulate the response of the DCP wall to a dramatic change 

in T or RH, both in the adsorption and desorption phases under steady state conditions. 

Durations of the exposure periods do not correspond to realistic weathering conditions (they 

are very long), but will be helpful for the validation of the numerical models. 
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Table 2: Outdoor boundary conditions (values in brackets correspond to the initial boundary 

conditions at the beginning of the experiment, i.e., 23°C and 50% HR) 

Scenarios  
Outdoor conditions 

Duration 
T [°C] 𝜑 [%] 

Scenario 1  (23) 40 18 50 
4 cycles of 24 hours                         

(12 h at 40°C,  12 h at 18°C) 

Scenario 2  

(steady state test)  
(23) 40 50 3 days exposure at 40°C 

Scenario 3  23 (50) 75 33 
18 days (9 days at 75% RH,                

9 days at 33% RH) 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: Experimental setup 

 

Table 2 summarizes the three considered climatic scenarios with the corresponding variations 

of temperature and relative humidity and the duration of the tests.  

Prior to testing, the whole system is brought to an initial equilibrium state at 23°C and 50% RH. 

Then, when starting a test, the outdoor conditions are incrementally changed following the 

considered scenario while the indoor conditions are left uncontrolled. At the end of the test, the 

c
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system is systematically reconditioned in its initial boundary conditions (23°C and 50% RH) 

before starting another experiment. More details on the experimental set up and protocols can 

be found in [29]. 

3 Mathematical modeling 

Heat and moisture transfer models are developed starting from the concept of mass and energy 

conservation. In porous media, a number of classical assumptions are adopted [30] such as (i) 

considering the material as being isotropic, (ii) the local thermodynamic equilibrium between 

the material, water and air and (iii) air is considered as a mix of ideal gases. Moreover, radiative 

heat transfer and chemical reactions inside the material are neglected.  

Based on these hypotheses, two different mathematical models, describing moisture and heat 

transfer in porous building materials, are studied: 

3.1 Mendes model 

The first model refers to Mendes et al. [23] and is based on Phillip and De Vries approach [20]. 

The 1D system of equations is written as follows: 

Moister transfer 

𝝏𝜽

𝝏𝒕
=

𝝏

𝝏𝒙
(𝑫𝜽

𝝏𝜽

𝝏𝒙
+ 𝑫𝑻

𝝏𝑻

𝝏𝒙
)     (3) 

Heat transfer 

(𝝆𝟎𝒄𝟎 + 𝒄𝒍𝜽)
𝒅𝑻

𝒅𝒕
=

𝝏

𝝏𝒙
(𝝀

𝝏𝑻

𝝏𝒙
) + 𝒍𝒗

𝝏

𝝏𝒙
(𝑫𝜽,𝒗

𝝏𝜽

𝝏𝒙
+ 𝑫𝑻

𝝏𝑻

𝝏𝒙
)  (4) 

Where the driving potential are water content and temperature. Mass transport coefficients are 

expressed as follows: 

a) Liquid and vapor transport under water content gradient: 

𝑫𝜽 = 𝑫𝜽,𝒗 + 𝑫𝜽,𝒍 = 𝜹𝑷𝒔𝒂𝒕
𝒅𝝋

𝒅𝜽
=

𝜹𝑷𝒔𝒂𝒕

𝝃𝝋
   (5) 

b) Vapor transport under temperature gradient (liquid transport under temperature gradient is 

usually neglected for this model [8]): 

𝑫𝑻 = 𝑫𝑻,𝒗 + 𝑫𝑻,𝒍 ≈ 𝑫𝑻,𝒗 =
𝜹𝝋

𝝆𝒍

𝒅𝑷𝒔𝒂𝒕

𝒅𝑻
    (6) 

Even if all symbols of the presented equations are listed in the nomenclature, most of definitions 

are recalled below for the sake of clarity. 
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Where T: temperature, t: time, θ: volumetric water content, DT and 𝐷𝜃: mass transport 

coefficient under thermal and water content gradient, respectively, cl: water specific heat, lv: 

latent heat of vaporization, D(θ,v): vapor transport coefficient under water content gradient,  

D(θ,l): liquid transport coefficient under water content gradient, psat: vapor saturation pressure, 

D(T,v): vapor transport coefficient under thermal gradient, D(T,l): liquid transport coefficient 

under thermal gradient, δ: water vapor permeability of the material, 𝜉𝜑: sorption capacity which 

represents the slope of the sorption curve. 

3.2 Kunzel model 

The second model used in this study was developed by Kunzel [22], who used relative humidity 

instead of water content as a moisture driving potential. His choice was justified by the 

continuity of relative humidity at boundaries. Based on the same hypotheses, the 1D heat and 

mass conservation equations of this model are written as follows: 

 𝝃𝝋
𝒅𝝋

𝒅𝒕
=

𝝏

𝝏𝒙
(𝜹

𝝏(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕𝝋)

𝝏𝒙
+ 𝑫𝒍

𝝏𝝋

𝝏𝒙
)    (7) 

 (𝝆𝟎𝒄𝟎 + 𝒄𝒍𝒘)
𝒅𝑻

𝒅𝒕
=

𝝏

𝝏𝒙
(𝝀

𝝏𝑻

𝝏𝒙
) − 𝒍𝒗

𝝏

𝝏𝒙
(𝜹

𝝏𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

𝝏𝒙
)    (8) 

The liquid transport under relative humidity gradient is a combination of several processes: 

a) The liquid conduction coefficient that takes place in the hygroscopic region, defined as 

follows: 

𝑫𝒍,𝝋 = 𝑷𝒔𝒂𝒕𝜹𝒂 (
𝟏

𝝁∗(𝝋)
−

𝟏

𝝁
)     (9) 

Where 𝜇 and 𝜇∗(𝜑) are vapor resistance factors issued from dry and wet cup tests respectively. 

𝜇∗(𝜑) can be taken as a function of relative humidity depending on the studied material. In the 

case the DPC material, there was a slight difference between water vapor permeabilities 

measured by dry and wet cup tests [16]. As a result, only the value obtained by the wet cup test 

corresponding to a relative humidity range of 50-90% is used. 

b) The capillary transport coefficient for suction process is expressed as follows [15]:  

𝑫𝒍,𝒘𝒔 = (𝟑. 𝟖 (
𝑨𝒄

𝑾𝒇
)

𝟐

. 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎
𝒘

𝒘𝒇−𝟏
) 𝝃𝝋    (10) 

𝐴𝑐 and 𝑊𝑓 are obtained experimentally as explained in section 2.1.2. 

𝐷𝑙,𝑤𝑠 is water content dependent and takes place mainly in the capillary region. 
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c) Liquid transport coefficient of redistribution is also taken into account; it is estimated 

according to [22] as one decimal power bellow the capillary transport coefficient 𝐷𝑙,𝑤𝑠. 

Note that the transfer modes considered in these models are: vapor and liquid diffusion, heat 

transfer by conduction and phase change between vapor and liquid. Air transfer is generally 

neglected for the reason of low total pressure gradients in building applications [22]. 

3.3 Boundary conditions 

At boundaries, we are limited by the conditions of the experimental setup, so that the theoretical 

problem is consistent with the actual test configuration. As a result, we have considered in this 

study the case of heat and mass fluxes at boundaries without other parameters (i.e. rain, 

radiation…). Where transport contributions of each model are equal to the following heat and 

mass fluxes respectively [22]:  

𝑸𝜴 = 𝒉𝒄(𝑻𝜴 − 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃)     (11) 

𝑮𝜴 = 𝜷(𝑷𝒗,𝜴 − 𝑷𝒗,𝒂𝒎𝒃)     (12) 

Where QΩ and 𝐺𝛺 are the heat and vapor flux at the boundary surface, respectively. 

The water vapor transfer coefficient at boundaries is defined as: 

 𝜷 = 𝟕. 𝟏𝟎−𝟗. 𝒉      (13) 

Where ℎ takes into account both convection and radiation for surfaces that are not directly 

exposed to solar rays [22]; 

3.4 Models validation 

In previous studies from the literature, these models have already been implemented in several 

simulation tools such as Wufi, PowerDomus, SPARK, etc., and simulations were compared to 

experimental results at wall and building scales. Examples of validation tests at building scale 

can be found in Annex 41 EBC-project [31].  

Kunzel’s model was further validated by the Fraunhofer Institute of Building Physics. 

Simulations were carried out using several versions of Wufi software, for different cases and 

different scales. Results were compared with experimental data and showed good agreement 

for both temperature and relative humidity [32]. 

Another validation test of Mendes model was carried out recently by Maalouf et al. [33] at the 

wall scale. These authors used experimental data from the literature obtained in the case of a 

36 cm thick hemp concrete wall placed between two controllable climatic chambers. 
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Experimental conditions were simulated using SPARK software (Simulation Problem Analysis 

and Research Kernel) and theoretical results were compared to measured data in the middle and 

at 7cm from the external surface of the wall (Figs. 3a, b). A good agreement was found, 

especially for temperature with a maximum difference of 0.5°C. Regarding relative humidity, 

the maximum difference was 3.4%, probably due to the hysteresis effect that was neglected in 

their work.  

These validation works studied the validity of the two models presented earlier, for several 

types of hygroscopic materials and using different finite element software. In our case, we start 

from the same postulate by taking the same models and using the finite element method, in 

order to study their validation when applied to the DPC material, and for the two following 

cases: without / with hysteresis effect. 

 

Fig. 3: Validation of Mendel’s model for (a) temperature and (b) relative humidity variations 

at 7 cm and 18 cm depths of a hemp concrete wall, based on data reported in [33]. 

 

3.5 Hysteresis effect 

Porous materials are characterized by a very important hysteretic behavior. During successive 

adsorption and desorption processes, considerable amounts of water are kept inside pores due 

to capillary forces (Ink Bottle effect). In order to consider this property in heat and mass transfer 

calculations, several models were developed in the literature to determine intermediate changes 

in water content between the main adsorption-desorption curves: the empirical model of 

Pedersen [25] is based on the calculation of sorption capacities. Huang model [34] determines 
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intermediate curves using the same parameters of the main adsorption-desorption curves. 

Another model based on a thermodynamic approach was recently proposed by Merakeb [35] 

which describes energy balance due to latent heat variation during adsorption-desorption 

phases. The hysteresis model used in the present study refers to Mualem’s works [36-38]. This 

phenomenological model is defined with the help of two functions, 𝑙 and ℎ. The function 𝑙 

characterizes the distribution of sorption accessible sites while ℎ represents the accessibility to 

these sites. Using these functions, the main adsorption and desorption processes are defined as 

follows: 

𝑢𝑎𝑑𝑠 = ∫ 𝑙(𝜑)𝑑𝜑
𝜑

0
∫ ℎ(𝜑)𝑑𝜑

1

0
= 𝐿(𝜑)      (14) 

𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑠 = ∫ 𝑙(𝜑)𝑑𝜑
𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥

0
∫ ℎ(𝜑)𝑑𝜑

1

0
− ∫ 𝑙(𝜑)𝑑𝜑

𝜑𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝜑
∫ ℎ(𝜑)𝑑𝜑

1

𝜑
    (15) 

𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑠 = 𝑢𝑓 − (𝑢𝑓 − 𝐿(𝜑)) (1 − 𝐻(𝜑))      (16)  

where 

𝐻(𝜑) =
𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑠(𝜑)−𝑢𝑎𝑑𝑠(𝜑)

𝑢𝑓−𝑢𝑎𝑑𝑠(𝜑)
       (17)  

uads and udes are mass water contents at the adsorption and desorption phase respectively. uf 

represents the water content at saturation 

Hysteresis effect takes place when there is a reversal point in the evolution of water content 

inside the material (an increase followed by a decrease or the opposite). Let us denote this point 

𝑖 at a relative humidity 𝜑. 

If considering an increase of water content after the reversal point, the adsorption intermediate 

curves are determined after doing reiterations as follows: 

𝑢ℎ𝑦𝑠,𝑎𝑑𝑠(𝜑, 𝑖) = 𝑢𝑖−1 + (1 − 𝐻(𝜑𝑖−1))(𝑢𝑎𝑑𝑠(𝜑) − 𝑢𝑎𝑑𝑠(𝜑𝑖−1))    (18) 

In the same way, if water content decreases after the reversal point, the desorption intermediate 

curves are obtained by the following expression: 

𝑢ℎ𝑦𝑠,𝑑𝑒𝑠(𝜑, 𝑖) = 𝑢𝑖−1 − (1 − 𝐻(𝜑))(𝑢𝑎𝑑𝑠(𝜑𝑖−1) − 𝑢𝑎𝑑𝑠(𝜑))    (19)  

This model was adopted in several studies and the obtained results were compared both to the 

classical case without hysteresis effect and to experimental data, and showed remarkable 

improvements in relative humidity prediction [26,27]. In the present work, this model will be 
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used for the first time on DPC in order highlight and discuss the differences with the simple 

case (without hysteresis effect) referring to reality (experimental data). 

4 Results and discussion 

The two models presented in Section 3 are implemented in COMSOL multiphysics® software 

for the resolution of partial differential equations using the finite element method. The mesh 

was generated for default parameters according to [39], because of the simple geometry studied. 

Nevertheless, a mesh sensitivity analysis has been carried out and discussed in section 4.1. 

The DPC wall and simulation conditions are illustrated in Fig. 4, where the heat exchange 

coefficient at boundaries was set to 17 (W m-2 K-1) on the exterior surface, and 8 (W m-2 K-1) 

on the interior surface, as an acceptable approximation [23,32]. 

4.1 Mesh impact 

In order to check if changing the mesh has an influence on results, the impact of different mesh 

configurations on numerical profiles was investigated for each model. Theoretically, the studied 

wall of thickness “𝐸” cm is discretized into 𝑛 nodes, and thus into “(𝑛 − 1)” layers. The reason 

laying behind this discretization is that heat and moisture transfers are supposed unidirectional, 

and their gradients are created following the thickness of the wall. Therefore, the elementary 

thickness of every layer is then equal to: ∆𝑥 = 𝐸/(𝑛 − 1). Several criteria take place when 

defining the mesh, such as convergence, calculation accuracy and computation time. In this 

work, a wide range of mesh levels were tested in order to visualize any possible improvements 

in profiles when increasing the number of layers. The examined mesh levels were: 2, 5, 10, 50, 

100, 500, 1000 and 2500 layers. The computer used for calculations had the following capacity: 

microprocessor: i5 CPU 1.70~2.40 GHz. RAM: 8 GB. Hard Drive: 1 TB. The tests consisted 

in applying the climatic conditions illustrated in Fig. 5. The surface of the DPC wall was 

exposed to step changes in temperature and relative humidity, with cycle periods of one day 

and 20 days respectively, while the indoor surface was in contact with constant ambient 

conditions (T=23°C and 𝜑=50%). Results of simulations in terms of calculation time required 

by the two models to solve heat and moisture transfer problems are presented in Table 3. 
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Fig. 4: Schematic view of the DPC wall and boundary conditions 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5: Test conditions considered in the mesh sensitivity analysis: variations of temperature 

(case 1) and relative humidity (case 2).  
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Table 3: Dependence of computation time on the number of layers of the mesh 

 Number of mesh layers 2 5 10 50 100 500 1000 2500 

Kunzel’s model 

Calculation time for heat 

transfer [s] 
1.7 1.7 2.1 2.4 2.9 8 14.9 29.1 

Calculation time for 

moisture transfer [s] 
2.4 2.9 2.8 4.6 6.1 17.1 36.6 144.8 

Mendes model 

Calculation time for heat 

transfer [s] 
2.4 2.1 2.1 2.3 3.8 9.5 17 29.7 

Calculation time for 

moisture transfer [s] 
2.6 2.4 2.5 3.3 4.3  14.9 30.9 102.9 

Several parameters can influence the computation time such as: geometry complexity, mesh 

type, time stepping, number of functions involved in the calculation and their dependence on 

driving potentials (material properties, climatic conditions, etc.). In our case, the geometry 

considered for the DPC wall is a simple rectangular one and the mesh type is also rectangular. 

In this simulation test, climatic conditions were numerically generated in order to optimize the 

computing time. As a result, we have carried out 32 simulations and the calculation time 

remained acceptable for all configurations, even for the densest meshes. As seen in Table 4, the 

resolution of heat transfer problems is faster than the resolution of moisture transfers ones. This 

is because relative humidity variation implies the intervention of sorption curves at every time 

step in order to evaluate relative humidity and water content depending on the corresponding 

model. RH variations are also responsible for changes in thermal conductivity, as this latter is 

dependent on water content. 

The results showing the mesh impact on the calculation of temperature and relative humidity 

are presented in Figs. 6a, b and Fig. 7a, b for Kunzel and Mendes models, respectively. In order 

to visualize important fluctuations, graphs were plotted for a location at 1 cm depth, close to 

the outdoor surface of the wall on which the external boundary conditions are applied. 

For both models, it can be noticed that, whatever the number of elements of the mesh, the 

simulated temperature profiles show only very slight variations (not exceeding 0.3°C). 

However, for the relative humidity case, results obtained using 2, 5 and 10 mesh elements 

exhibit higher variations that can reach 22.8%, 5.8% and 7% respectively. Differently, the more 
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refined mesh levels (50 to 2500 elements) provide exactly the same RH profiles. From these 

results, it can be concluded that all tested mesh levels can be used to simulate heat transfer 

problems in the present study. However, mesh needs to be more refined for the description of 

moisture transfer phenomena (around 50 elements or more). Such a conclusion was also drawn 

by [40]. Accordingly, a mesh of 100 layers was chosen in the following sections, in order to 

gain in accuracy and calculation time. 

Fig. 6: Mesh impact on Kunzel’s model: temperature (a) and relative humidity (b) at a depth 

of 1cm from the outdoor surface of the wall. 

Fig. 7: Mesh impact on Mendes model: temperature (a) and relative humidity (b) at a depth of 

1 cm from the outdoor surface of the wall. 
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4.2 Hygrothermal behavior of the DPC wall 

4.2.1 Scenario 1: step changes in temperature at 50% RH 

Scenario 1 was simulated by applying a step change in temperature up to 40°C at the outer 

surface of the wall and maintaining this temperature for 12 hours, and then applying a step 

decrease down to 18°C and holding this temperature for another 12 hours, while keeping 

relative humidity constant at 50%. This cycle was repeated 4 times. Values of temperature and 

relative humidity at boundaries (both in the outdoor and indoor environments, as displayed in 

Fig. 8a) as well as the initial conditions (T=23°C and 𝜑= 50%) were imported from the 

experiment. It can be noticed in Fig. 8a that the indoor conditions were changing with outdoor 

conditions, which relates to the fact that the insulation may not be perfect. But this is not a 

problem in the present case, as these real boundary conditions are taken into account in the 

modeling. Simulations were run for each mathematical model and results were plotted at the 

same depths as for the experimental measurements. Figs. 8b, c, d show the temperature 

variations at depths of 3 cm, 7.5 cm and 12.5 cm within the wall as predicted by both models, 

together with the experimental measurements. By comparing the two models with each other, 

we notice that they provide exactly the same thermal behavior at temperature rise and decrease 

for the different considered depths. This was expected because these models describe heat 

transfer in the same way, i.e. as the result of heat conduction and heat transfer accompanying 

vapor fluxes (phase change). Nevertheless, the amplitudes of numerical variations are lower 

than the experimental ones for the three depths. This observation was also noted by Mundt-

Petersen et al. [41] who studied wood-frame walls under real conditions. In our case, the 

maximum differences between numerical and experimental results were obtained at 3cm of 

depth, and were equal to 2°C and 2.8°C during the phases of temperature rise and fall, 

respectively. The best overall agreement was found in the middle of the wall. These results are 

in good agreement with the work of Lelievre et al. [25], who subjected a hemp concrete wall to 

thermal variations with a smaller amplitude than that considered in the present study (from 

23°C to 32°C), and obtained a difference of the order of 1°C between the numerical results and 

the experiment.  
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Fig. 8: Numerical and experimental temperature variations at depths of 3 cm (b), 7.5 cm (c) 

and 12.5 cm (d) within the DPC wall subjected to scenario 1. Experimental outdoor and 

indoor boundary conditions that were imported in the FE model are plotted in (a). 

 

4.2.2 Scenario 2: thermal steady state at 50% RH 
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constant for 3 days while keeping the relative humidity at 50%. Temperature and relative 

humidity at boundaries (i.e., in the outdoor and indoor environments displayed in Fig. 9a) were 

imported directly from the experiment and simulations were run for each model. Figs. 9b, c, d 
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time until stabilization is noted at the depth of 7.5 cm, which corresponds to the intermediate 

point between indoor and outdoor conditions. The numerical values reached at the steady state 

are greater than experimental ones, which was also observed in [33]. Better agreement between 

models and experiment was obtained at 7.5 cm and 12.5 cm depth, whereas larger difference 

was noticed at 3 cm depth. This is probably because of the material’s heterogeneity and the 

uncertainty about the properties values as reported in [25]. 

 

Fig. 9: Numerical and experimental temperature changes at depths of 3 cm (b), 7.5 cm (c) and 

12.5 cm (d) within the DPC wall subjected to scenario 2. Experimental outdoor and indoor 

boundary conditions that were imported in the FE model are plotted in (a). 
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the initial value (50% RH) to 75% RH, and this latter value was then kept constant for 9 days. 

Thereafter, the relative humidity was step-changed from 75% to 33% RH, and this low RH 

level was maintained for another 9 days. Relative humidity profiles at outdoor and indoor 

ambiances were directly imported from the experiment and used as boundary conditions for 

calculations (Fig. 10a). Simulations were run for each mathematical model based on the main 

adsorption curve (presented in section 2.1.4) and results are plotted for several depth locations 

in Figs. 10b, c, d.  

The comparison of the 2 models with each other highlights the lower RH values provided by 

Mendes model whatever the considered depth, with a maximum difference of 3.3 % observed 

at the depth of 3 cm. Such a difference is attributed to specific descriptions of the liquid transfer 

process, which represents the main difference between these models. In fact, in his work, 

Kunzel described this process in more details and developed transfer coefficients to take into 

account all possible liquid transport phenomena such as surface diffusion, capillary suction and 

redistribution [22], which is not the case in Mendes model.  

Globally, simulations from the two models are always located below the experimental curves 

when considering the adsorption phase. The same observation was reported in [3]. This gap 

varies for the various depth locations, which may be attributed to the heterogeneity of the 

material resulting from the manufacturing process [25]. The gap seems maximal at 7.5 cm depth 

(middle of the wall), with differences of 7 % for Kunzel’s model and 9 % for Mendes model 

compared to experiment. The best agreement was found at 3cm depth (maximum gaps of 3.4% 

for Kunzel’s model and 6.5% for Mendes model). It is also observed that the experimental 

response of the wall at 7.5 and 12.5 cm depths is faster than theoretical responses provided by 

the 2 models, both in the adsorption and desorption phases. This is why numerical simulations 

are located below experimental curves during adsorption phase, and above experimental curves 

during desorption. Such a trend was also reported in [3]. From an experimental point of view, 

the insulation of the enclosure was performed in an artisanal way; it is therefore not an absolute 

protection against moisture infiltration that may occur across the lateral surfaces of the wall. 

For this reason, the practical case may differ from the idealized configuration of the models, in 

which a perfect insulation of the system is assumed. This could explain the accelerated response 

of the wall during experiments. Likewise, there have been continuous perturbations of relative 

humidity in the climatic chamber before the start of the experiment that hampered the 

stabilization and homogenization of initial conditions. From a physical point of view, the larger 

experimental values are explained by the retarded equilibrium due to the buffering capacity of 
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the material that is supposed in a thermodynamic equilibrium at every point and every moment 

in simulations [4]. Furthermore, other major reasons for these deviations are the hysteresis 

effect that is neglected in models, as well as the water content history inside the wall that was 

unknown when starting the experiment. Not taking into account this hysteresis effect during 

heat and moisture transfer calculations in bio-based materials, leads to neglect water retained 

during adsorption/desorption processes and has a significant influence on the predicted 

evolution of relative humidity [24]. As a previous study demonstrated that DPC material 

exhibits large hysteretic behavior [16], this phenomenon will be considered and studied in the 

next section. 

 

Fig. 10: Numerical and experimental relative humidity responses of the DPC wall at depths of 

3 cm (b), 7.5 cm (c) and 12.5 cm (d) subjected to scenario 3.  Experimental outdoor and 

indoor boundary conditions that were imported in the FE model are plotted in (a). 
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4.2.4 Influence of hysteresis effect 

In this part, we have performed the same type of simulations than in the previous section, but 

taking into account the hysteresis effect in the moisture transfer calculations. For this purpose, 

Mualem hysteresis model has been implemented with Kunzel’s model, since this latter gives 

relatively better results than Mendes model in our case. Intermediate curves were generated 

starting from the main desorption curve. This choice was made because, after manufacturing, 

our wall was partially dried under ambient conditions (~ 20°C and 50 % RH) before starting 

the tests. Results of these new simulations are presented in Fig. 11 (a, b, c) for the various depth 

locations within the DPC wall. 

 

 

Fig. 11: Numerical and experimental responses of the DPC wall to step changes in relative 

humidity, at depth of 3 cm (a), 7.5 cm (b) and 12.5 cm (c). Simulated curves are provided 

both for the cases including hysteresis effect and not. 
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A significant improvement of simulated RH profiles is achieved when including hysteresis 

effect in the calculations. Differences with experimental results are reduced to 4.5% and 2.3% 

at 7.5 and 12.5 cm depth, respectively. Moreover, one can notice that the delay in numerical 

response is also reduced. These findings are in agreement with the work of Promis et al. [27], 

as these authors concluded that the inclusion of hysteresis effect in dynamic variations using 

Mualem model gives better results. It is important to note that the water content history in the 

wall is still unknown, and starting from the main desorption curve stays an approximation 

although it seems close to reality. As a matter of fact, heat transfer tests were carried out first, 

before conducting moisture transfer tests, which could have caused substantial drying of the 

wall. As a result, the initial water content value must be lower than that of the main desorption 

curve. This could be the reason why curves with hysteresis effect are located above 

experimental results in contrast to the main adsorption based model. Furthermore, the 

homogeneity and the preparation procedure of the composite have an important effect on the 

final properties of the material [12,16]. In addition, changing the scale (from material to wall 

scale) can contribute to increase the possible sources of uncertainties on physical properties of 

the considered material, as noted by Oumeziane et al. [24] in the case of a hemp concrete wall. 

4.3 Comparison of DPC performance with autoclaved aerated concrete 

In this section, Kunzel’s model is used to evaluate the performance of DPC compared with a 

classical building material. According to Benmansour et al. [15], DPC is classified as an 

insulating material, which fulfils RILEM requirements for lightweight aggregates concrete and 

autoclaved aerated concrete. Referring to this classification, Autoclaved Aerated Concrete 

(AAC) is chosen for the sake of comparison, and its properties taken from reference [32] are 

reported in Table 4. 

Table 4: Properties of autoclaved aerated concrete (AAC) according to [32] 

Property Value Property Value 

Dry density  

[kg m-3] 
600 

Dry specific heat  

[J kg-1 K-1] 
850 

Dry thermal 

conductivity  

[W m-1 K-1] 

0.14 

Moisture supplement of thermal 

conductivity 

[-] 

3.7 

Vapor resistance factor 

(dry cup)  

[-] 

8   
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Several other properties of AAC, such as adsorption curve and capillary transport coefficient 

for suction process can also be found in [32]. 

A wall of each material, with the same dimensions as in section 2.2, was simulated considering 

two different test configurations, in order to assess its thermal insulation and moisture storage 

capacity. For the two walls, the initial conditions were set at T=23°C and 𝜑=50%. 

4.3.1 Thermal insulation 

DPC and AAC walls were subjected to outdoor cyclic variations of temperature while indoor 

conditions were kept constant at ambient values (T=23°C, 𝜑=50%). The cyclic variation 

consisted of 5 successive cycles of 40-18°C at 50% of relative humidity. The whole test lasted 

5 days. Simulated temperature variations inside the walls at 3 cm, 7.5 cm and 12.5 cm depth 

are presented in Fig. 12 (a, b, c). Predicted amplitudes of the temperature variations within the 

two walls are reported in Table 5. 

Table 5: Predicted amplitudes of temperature variations at several depths inside DPC and 

ACC walls 

Depth from outer 

side [cm] 

∆𝑻[°C] 

DPC AAC 

3 14.51 16.84 

7.5  8.26 11.17 

12.5 3.71 5.19 

 

Amplitudes of temperature variations inside DPC wall are significantly lower than those of 

AAC wall, whatever the considered depth. The DPC wall was less influenced by the external 

dynamic temperature conditions imposed. Besides, a time lag can be noticed in the DPC 

response. Indeed, at 12.5 cm depth, the response of the DPC wall is delayed of 1 hour and 11 

minutes compared to the AAC wall (Fig. 12 (c)). In order to better evaluate the thermal 

performance of the studied materials, the calculation of the thermal diffusivity of each material 

at dry state has been performed. The results show that the thermal diffusivity of DPC (1.2910-

7 m2s-1) is less than half that of AAC (2.7510-7 m2 s-1). These results demonstrate that DPC has 

an important thermal inertia and can dampen external temperature variations more efficiently 

than ACC, due to its low thermal diffusivity and the time lag obtained. In other words, this 

ability can offer a better insulation of buildings compared to the classical insulating material. 
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Such an efficient insulation my probably contribute to reducing heating and cooling energy 

consumption, hence ensuring comfortable temperature levels for inhabitants. 

Fig. 12: Simulated temperature profiles in DPC and AAC walls, at depths of 3 cm (a), 7.5 cm 

(b) and 12.5 cm (c) 

4.3.2 Moisture storage capacity 

In this test, DPC and AAC walls are subjected to outdoor step change in relative humidity 

without changing temperature, while indoor conditions were kept constant (T=23°C, 𝜑=50%). 

The walls (initially at 𝜑 = 50 % and T = 23 °C) are exposed to a constant relative humidity of 

𝜑 = 75 for 10 days. Simulated relative humidity evolutions inside the walls at 3 cm, 7.5 cm and 

12.5 cm depth are presented in Fig. 13. We can notice that DPC and AAC walls show almost 

similar RH evolutions whatever the depth (differences are not exceeding 1.5 %). Despite the 

long-time exposure to 75 % RH, a maximum RH level of 67% is reached at 3 cm depth close 

to the outer side of the walls. While at 12.5 depth, the two walls were almost non affected by 

the external conditions. This reflects the very important hygric inertia of both walls and their 

capacity to mitigate external conditions. 
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Fig. 13: Simulated RH profiles at various depths of DPC and AAC walls 

 

In order to assess the moisture storage capacity, and thus the ability to regulate external 

variations of relative humidity, the amount of water absorbed by both walls during this test is 

calculated using the following expression [42]: 

𝑚 = ∫ 𝑊(𝑥)
𝑉

𝑑𝑣     (20) 

Where 𝑊(𝑥) is the distribution of water content in the walls at the end of the test (Fig. 14) and 

𝑉 the volume of each wall. We can see for the DPC wall, that water content reaches very high 

values close to the outdoor surface (40 kg/m3) and decreases gradually to reach 11 kg/m3 at the 

indoor surface. Differently, the distribution of the water content through the thickness of the 

AAC wall was almost linear, with levels not exceeding 15.5 kg m-3. This finding can be 

explained by the fact that the AAC wall has almost reached a steady state while the DPC wall 

looks still able to absorb more amount of water. 

Noting 𝐸, 𝐼 and 𝐵 the thickness, the height and the width of the walls respectively, Eq. (20) 

becomes: 

𝑚 = ∫ 𝑊(𝑥). 𝐼. 𝐵
𝐸

0
𝑑𝑥    (21) 
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Fig. 14: Simulated distributions of the water content across the thickness of DPC and AAC 

walls at the end of the test 

 

The calculated amounts of water stored during the test in DPC and AAC walls are respectively 

614.6 and 396.8 g. We can see that water absorbed by DPC wall is 55% higher than that of 

ACC wall. This high storage capacity of DPC due to the natural fibers reflects its important 

ability to absorb moisture from surrounding air and mitigate external relative humidity 

variations. Finally, these theoretical results at the wall scale, based on actual material properties, 

show that DPC presents a very high hygric inertia comparable to that of classical insulating 

materials and an even better moisture storage capacity. The two characteristics together can 

contribute more efficiently to ensure hygric comfort for habitants compared to classical 

insulating materials. 

 

5 Conclusion 

This paper proposes an original approach including hysteresis effect for modeling heat and 

moisture transfer a DPC wall. This approach is based on two mathematical models, namely 

Kunzel and Mendes models, which are solved numerically using the finite element method. In 

a preliminary stage, a grid sensitivity analysis was carried out in order to determine the optimum 

mesh configuration for simulations. It was shown that a mesh of 50 layers represents a good 
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perform all calculation with a 100 layer mesh as a precaution. Thereafter, experimental data 

obtained from a DPC wall were used to validate simulation results. Experimental boundary 

conditions were imported in the numerical tool, and the two models were then used to simulate 

the response of the wall to several dynamic or steady state thermo-hygric scenarios. Comparing 

theoretical results to experimental data revealed acceptable performance of both models, 

especially for the prediction of temperature variations. Likewise, taking into account the 

hysteresis effect in the models allowed a better prediction of moisture transfer through the DPC 

wall. These results demonstrate the suitability of the selected models for further studies on DPC 

at large scales, especially when hysteresis effect should be considered. Finally, we highlighted 

very promising performance of DPC in terms of thermal insulation and moisture buffering 

capacity compared to another classical building material (autoclaved aerated concrete). 
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